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SIERRA SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 

Scopes and Scoping 
  

 
What is a scope? 
A scope is a locally-defined subset of the entire collection of records in your database. A catalog 
search is scoped when a user or the system restricts the search to a subset of the entire collection. 
Scoping is an optional treatment applied to the catalog. A library acquiring the scoping product 
works with a Data Profiling Analyst to define the scope rules -- the criteria for determining to which 
subset(s) of the database a particular record belongs. Once the scope rules are in place, records are 
assigned one or more scope settings as they pass through index processing programs. 
  
So a record can belong to more than one scope? 
Yes. Scope rules are a series of data tests, most commonly based on location codes, and a given 
code can belong to more than one scope rule. As a result, records with that code value will be 
assigned to all matching scope rules. 

  
What are scope rules based on? 
Scope rules are based on the values of fixed fields in records. Most scopes are based on location 
codes, but they can also be bcode-based. 

  
How can I view my scope rules? 
In the Sierra Admin Corner, follow this path: Additional System Functions | Maintain Scope menu. 
 

1. Locate and choose the Maintain Scope MENU option. 
2. Select an individual scope by keying its line number. 
3. Locate the line that has an X next to it. 
4. Choose D > Display Scope, then enter the line number. 

 
This will display the composition of the rule for the scope. 
  
I see "Entire Collection" in the scope menu, but I can't view its 
rule. Is this a scope? 
The "Entire Collection" entry represents the entire set of records on your system. The "Entire 
Collection" is listed in the scope menu, and your system's URLs can use this entry by its position 
number, but there is no scope rule for it. An "Entire Collection" search is actually an "unscoped" 
search of your catalog. 
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Can my scope rules be changed once they are implemented? 
Yes, you can request to have values added to or removed from existing scope rules at any time. 
Scope rule maintenance is performed by Innovative Customer Support; requests for changes can be 
made by submitting the "Update Scopes" Service Commitment in the Customer Supportal. 

  
Can I request a new scope rule from the Help Desk? 
To request a new scope, contact your Account Manager. Customer Sales will assess any cost 
implications and generate a work order for the Professional Services team. A Data Profiling Analyst 
will contact you to discuss your needs, then will create the new rule(s) and handle the record 
processing required to apply the new rules to existing records. 

  
We have an old scope that we want to discontinue using. Can't 
we just recycle that rule through the Help Desk? 
No. A major overhaul of a scope rule requires the same evaluation as a request for a new scope. 
Contact your Account manager or the Customer Sales group to initiate this request. 

  
Innovative staff tell me that every record type is scoped 
independently from others. What does this mean? 
Scope rules are based on data in records, and the scope assignment(s) that a record gets are 
independent of any associated/attached records -- no record automatically inherits the scope 
assignment(s) of attached or parent records. For example, if the location code in a bib record differs 
from the code in an item record, the bib and its item(s) will only get the same scope assignment(s) 
if both codes are included in the scope rule(s). In the case of bcode-based scopes (vs. location-
based scopes), attached records will never have the bcode-based scope assignment because they 
lack bcode fields. 
  
Which record types can be scoped? 
Bibliographic, item, order, checkin/holdings, authority, resource, course, program, and section 
records can be scoped. 

  
What about authority records? How are they scoped? 
Authority records acquire their scope settings from bibliographic records. The authority record's 
indexed main (1xx) entry must exactly match the bibliographic record's index entry for the heading 
in order for the authority record to inherit the scope setting from the bibliographic record. If the 
heading in the bibliographic record is not an exact match on the authority record's main entry, the 
authority record will not inherit the bib's scope settings. 
The Scope Authorities program is run locally as often as necessary to assign authority record scope 
settings. For more information, see "Scope Authority Records" in Sierra WebHelp. 
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What does it mean to have a staff login scoped? 
A staff client login/user can be assigned to a single scope. If desired, Innovative can configure the 
system so that certain staff database maintenance activity can be restricted to records that are 
scoped to the login's assigned scope. Innovative recommends that if your library uses this option, 
you keep at least one staff login "unscoped" to be able to maintain records from the entire 
collection. For more about scoping and staff logins/users, see the "Scoping Overview" in Sierra 
WebHelp. 

  
What does it mean to have patron logins scoped? 
Patrons cannot be scoped, but libraries can use the HTTP access table in Limit Network Access to 
assign a login name to an incoming IP address range, then assign a scope to the login/user. WebPAC 
searches by users coming from the IP range will then default to the associated scope. 

  
Can we restrict some patrons to searching in only one scope? 
Users accessing WebPAC from specific IP addresses can be assigned to a scope (see above), but it is 
not possible to restrict individual patrons to a scope. When a patron initiates a search in WebPAC, 
the patron's IP address is checked against the HTTP Access table in Limit Network Access. If the 
login assigned to the IP address has an assigned scope, the patron's searches will default to that 
scope, but in most setups, the user is allowed to search other scopes as well. You can prevent users 
from seeing the scope menu in system-generated screens and effectively restrict all searching to 
the assigned scope by setting the LOCKSCOPE Web Option to "true." However, this behavior applies 
to all WebPAC searching, which many libraries might find too restrictive. 

  
Can I block some scope(s) from public access? 
Yes. In Maintain Scope MENU in the character-based interface, set the MENU ORDER value for a 
scope to zero to suppress it from public view. 

  
Can I rearrange the order of scopes in WebPAC's scope drop-
down menu? 
Yes. In Maintain Scope MENU in the character-based interface, set the MENU ORDER value for each 
scope to change the order in WebPAC's list of scopes. Scopes with lower values will come before 
scopes with higher values. The values do not need to be sequential. 
Note that the system uses the line number in Maintain Scope MENU and not the MENU ORDER 
value for referencing scopes in customizable Web files (e.g., srchhelp_a_s4.html), Web Options 
(e.g., TOPLOGO4), and URL syntax (e.g., http://lib.cat.edu/search~S4/a). 
  
Can I rename a scope? 
Yes. There are two parts to a scope's name: the public label that displays in the system-generated 
drop-down list of scopes in WebPAC, and the name used for the scope rule, which will appear in 
the HTML title element of system-generated screens (and consequently, in most browsers' 
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window/tab title). You can change the public menu label in Maintain Scope MENU, using the 
Change MENU Line option. You can change the scope name with the Change Scope NAME option, 
but the system has a 10-character limit. See also How to rename a scope. 

  
How do I name a scope-specific file or Web Option? 
If WebPAC detects scope-specific files or wwwoptions during a search of the catalog, it will use 
those files/wwwoptions instead of unscoped versions. These files/wwwoptions use the value of the 
line number in Maintain Scope MENU to designate the scope. Scope-specific files and wwwoptions 
use the following syntax: 
Customizable files/forms: 
[filename]_s[line_number].html, e.g., illbook_s2.html 
Web Options: 
[wwwoption_name][line_number] , e.g., TOPLOGO2 
  
How do I know if a Web Option can be scoped? 
The documentation for each Web option will state if it is "scopeable." See the "Alphabetical List of 
Web Options" in Sierra WebHelp or the Innovative Guide & Reference for a list of wwwoptions. 
Follow the link to the desired wwwoption -- if it can be scoped, the description will reflect that. For 
example: ICON_BIB_PAGING_CAPTION[scope][_lang] indicates that scope- and language-specific 
versions of the wwwoption are allowed. 
  
Why does the scope of my search change when I click Start 
Over or Logout from My Account? 
If the RESET_SCOPE Web option is set to "true," the system changes the user's scope to the scope 
assigned to the login defined in the HTTP table in Limit Network Access following any action that 
takes the user to the Main Menu screen. 

  
Why would a scoped search display a bibliographic record 
properly, but not its attached item or checkin/holdings 
records? 
Innovative can configure a setting that controls the display of attached records in a scoped search. 
The two mutually exclusive choices are: 
Attached records must be in the scope being searched in order to display. 
All non-suppressed attached records will display, regardless of the scope being searched. 
If your library is configured with the first option, attached records will not display if the scope is 
bcode-based instead of location-based (because attached records will not have the bcode field). 
Also, if attached records must be "in-scope" in order to display, you must make sure that locations 
used in child records are included in the appropriate scope rule(s) -- attached records do not inherit 
scopes from their parent records. 
Contact Customer Support if you would like to change your WebPAC's current display behavior for 
attached records. 
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What are the differences between a scoped search, and a 
search using Limit by Location? 
A scoped search finds all records assigned to the chosen scope that meet the search criteria. A 
search limited by location will find only those bibs in the search results set that have the location 
code used in the limit (the location limit is based on locations in bibliographic records only). 
A location-limited search that is not also scoped will display all attached records, regardless of their 
location; a scoped search will only display all attached records if the system is configured to display 
out-of-scope attached records (see the second bullet in the previous answer). 
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